


THIS IS THE ETCHING FROM THE OIL ABOVE

(Left) This Oil is shown 
unfinished here as thè 
catalogue was in 
production
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Etching - on show here -  based on a drawing of this scene

There is being painted at La Galleria Nov 28-Dec 2 a gigantic oil of this view at a sunny time of day - around 48 square feet!
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This is a sketch for a further small oil and one of the etchings

This etching was made from the drawing below



List of Oils
These catalogue images are not in proportion to other paintings 

in this handful of Oils on show.

1. ‘Gargantuan olive at dawn, Tourrettes-sur-Loup behind’
2. ‘Two olives in a Tourrettes-sur-Loup violet field: March winds’
3. ‘Traditional Dancers assembling: Violet festival, Tourrettes-sur-Loup’
4. ‘Dawn on the farm: Tourrettes-sur-Loup’
5. ‘The Rhone Valley, Easter in Vaucluse: olives on the plain of La Baux’
6. ‘Olives caught in sudden Spring sunlight, Vaucluse’
7. ‘Homage to ‘Le Grand Depart’: Wensleydale July 5th 2014’
8. ‘Eagle mobbed by swallows, le vent Tramontane’
9. ‘Myrtle tree with lovers beneath’
10. ‘Avignon from the south: September evening’
11. ‘The road to Matala’, Crete
12. ‘Spring dusk: Tourrettes-sur-Loup’ (small version)

13. ‘The Pink Villa: Tourrettes-sur-Loup beyond, towards the sea’
14. ‘Easter morning: a west Corsican bay and inland peaks’ (Acrylic)

15. ‘Evening light on the Mediterranean’ (Mixed media)

16. ‘Le Mistral: yachting World Championships, Hyeres’
17. ‘Turtle doves, skateboarders and man being jet-skied: Nice’
18. ‘Olive tree in a tempest - with lovers’
19. ‘Eyes locked, heads closing’ (One of many Oil sketches of this subject)

20. ‘Racing to Biot’ (Drawing)

21. ‘Seagulls at Sunset: Mediterranean’
22. ‘The blue wave II: late summer evening’

To see all resultant etchings from this small selection of oils listed above please look in 
http://www.piersbrowne.com/gallery/agean-art/Novel

piersbrowne@gmail.com
T: 01969 650434  M: 07876233310

www.piersbrowne.com


